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The AC Story is Fascinating 
Draws on fundamental ideas in psychology 
Reminiscent of debates in personality theory (e.g., 
Mischel, 1968) 
Raises issues about MTMM approaches (e.g., 
Campbell & Fiske, 1959) 
Has helped to progress other areas (e.g., 360-
degree ratings, SJTs) due to rapid advancement  



Started with Sackett and Dreher’s (1982) article 
The idea that exercise factors best summarised AC 
data, rather than dimension factors 
Most researchers responded with design fixes 

Mostly did not work 
A few responded with an alternative exercise-based 
scoring approach 

Mostly did not resonate with academics or practitioners 



The debate continued more or less in this way 
for around 30 years 

The majority: Dimension fixes 
A (tiny) minority:  Use exercise scores instead 





IOP bursts onto the scene and look at what’s in 
the very first edition… 





Lance’s position: Dimension-based AC should 
effectively be replaced with task-based ACs 

On balance, none of the commentaries were 
particularly supportive of Lance’s position 
My own research on task-based ACs has not been 
very well-received either 



Lance and task-based perspectives did, 
however, help to foster a broader perspective 
on ACs 

Encouraged a consideration of how to mix exercise-
based sources of variance in with dimensions 







New ways of thinking about AC scores being 
suggested 

Maybe we can work with a blend of what we have? 
Exercise and dimension variance being considered 
in concert (Hoffman, 2012; Hoffman et al., 2011; 
Hoffman & Meade, 2012) 
Acknowledged the role of trait activation theory 
(e.g., Lievens et al., 2006) 
 



Putka and Hoffman’s (2013) study was a major 
advancement 

Essentially stated that AC ratings are complex and 
made up of many subcomponents, not just 
exercises and dimensions 
Suggested that we need to adopt a broader view on 
what AC ratings mean 



Putka and Hoffman (2013) used Generalizability 
theory (G theory) to determine that the 
following sources of reliable variance were 
important: 

General performance (33.2%) 
Participant × exercise (22.9%) 
Participant × exercise  × dimension (15.2%) 

They identified nine other sources too(!), but let’s not worry 
about those for now… 
Also, Kuncel and Sackett’s (2013) ideas on aggregation were 
incorporated into the above estimates 

 





G theory was, in part, developed to help 
practitioners make decisions about their 
assessment tools 
‘Decision studies’ could provide guidance on an 
optimal number of dimensions, whilst 
considering number of exercises and number of 
assessors 

Decision studies are based on the results of a G 
study (see Brennan, 2001) 

 



Three ACs from a public service organisation in 
South Korea 
N1 = 108; N2 = 123; N1 = 137 
Dimensions included policy planning, 
teamwork, outcome orientation, negotiation, 
communication,  change management,  
Exercises included an in-basket, a role play, and 
a case study 



Putka and Hoffman’s (2013) design was such 
that participants (p), exercises (e), dimensions 
(d), and assessors (a) were fully crossed and 
assessor-to-participant ratio was 2:1 
In the present study, the design was the same, 
except that assessors were nested in exercises 
(a:e)  

Allowed the estimation of 11 separate 
contributions to variance in a G study for each 
sample 
Defensible separation between reliable versus 
unreliable variance 



Reliable variance was composed of sources of 
variance that could contribute to employment 
decisions made by users of ACs 

Including the effects p, pd, pe, ped 
Unreliable variance was composed of sources 
that would detract from such decisions 

Including the effects pa:e, ad:e, pad:e, a:e 
Irrelevant sources were discounted 

Including the effects d, e, ed 



Ratio of reliable to unreliable variance 
As with the Spearman-Brown prophecy formula, 
it is possible to alter levels in G theory 

However, G theory is more sophisticated because it 
takes more sources of variance into account 





p = participants 
d = dimensions 
e = exercises 
a = assessors 



Good Stuff 

Bad Stuff 

Irrelevant Stuff 

We are interested in the ratio of good stuff to bad 
stuff whilst partialing irrelevant stuff. 
 



I wanted to know the answer to the following: 
For a group of participants in a particular 
exercise, with any given rater, what would 
the optimal number of dimensions be from 
the perspective of reliability? 

 



Exercises and assessors held constant (at 1) 
Dimension number ascending from 1 to 10 
Interest lies in what happens to the reliability 
coefficient  









Optimal number of dimensions appears to be 
around the 4 to 5 mark 

We should approach .90, according to Lance, Butts, 
and Michels (2006) 



Results are fairly consistent across three 
samples 
Reassuringly similar to other estimates based on 
different criteria (Chan, 1996; Gaugler & 
Thornton, 1989; Lievens, 1998; Lievens & 
Klimoski, 2001) 

Note, however, that previous estimates did not take 
multiple sources of variance into account 



Would be interesting to see if these results 
generalise over different AC configurations, 
different sets of exercises, and different 
dimensions 
We used restricted maximum likelihood 
estimators (Searle, Casella, & McCulloch, 2006) 

Would be interesting to see if other estimators 
return different results 



This approach could also be used to estimate 
the optimal number of exercises for a given 
dimension 

In all three ACs, for any given dimension and for 
any given rater, a minimum of 2 exercises was 
required for a reliability of around .85 
Under the same conditions 3 exercises were 
required for reliability ≥ .90 
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